A lot of progress has been made to solve the depth estimation problem in stereo vision. Though, a very satisfactory performance is observed by utilizing the deep learning in supervised manner for depth estimation. This approach needs huge amount of ground truth training data as well as depth maps which is very laborious to prepare and many times it is not available in real scenario. Thus, the unsupervised depth estimation is the recent trend by utilizing the binocular stereo images to get rid of depth map ground truth. In unsupervised depth computation, the disparity images are generated by training the CNN with an image reconstruction loss based on the epipolar geometry constraints. The effective way of using CNN as well as investigating the better losses for the said problem needs to be addressed. In this paper, a dual CNN based model is presented for unsupervised depth estimation with 6 losses (DNM6) with individual CNN for each view to generate the corresponding disparity map. The proposed dual CNN model is also extended with 12 losses (DNM12) by utilizing the cross disparities. The presented DNM6 and DNM12 models are experimented over KITTI driving and Cityscapes urban database and compared with the recent state-of-the-art result of unsupervised depth estimation. 
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Introduction
The image based depth estimation of scene is a very active research area in the field of computer vision. Several researchers have shown their great interest to work over this problem due to its wide and real scenario applications [37] such as autonomous and assistive driving [26] , [20] , [7] , human body pose estimation with 3D [34] , robot assisted surgery [36] , robot movement and grasping [19] , learning human activities from RGBD videos [14] , etc. The depth map from images can be estimated in various ways like structure from motion [27] , [39] , multi-view stereo [33] , [9] , [5] , monocular methods [30] , [32] , [23] , single-image methods [31] , [22] , [4] , etc. In early days, most of the image based depth estimation techniques were based on the keypoint feature matching applied over multiple images of the scene of interest. Thus, the performance of such techniques was also compensated by hand-designed feature detection, description and matching approaches. In order to overcome these issues, the monocular depth estimation is treated as a supervised learning problem [4] , [17] , [23] . These supervised models predict the depth map for the monocular image corresponding to every pixel of the image. Such models are first trained in off-line mode with huge training database having monocular images as the inputs and corresponding depth maps as the labels. The limiting factor of these methods are the supervised training with huge amount of data and labels itself, which is not always available with the databases.
Nowadays, the deep learning and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) based methods perform outstanding in most of the problems of computer vision such as image classification [15] , object detection [29] , semantic segmentation [11] , medical diagnosis [28] , image retrieval [1] , etc. Inspired from the success of deep learning, several researchers also tried to utilize the CNN framework for the image based depth prediction problem specially in monocular imaging conditions. These approaches are classified mainly in three categories namely learning-based stereo, supervised single view depth estimation and unsupervised depth estimation. The learning-based stereo methods learn dense correspondences [44] , similarity measure on small image patches [42] , stereo pairs extracted from 3D movies [40] , classes as the possible disparities [24] , contextual information using 3-D convolutions over geometry [13] , etc. The stereo image pairs and ground truth disparity data are needed in order to train the learning-based stereo models. In real scenario, creating such data is very difficult. Moreover, these methods generally create the artificial data which can not represent the real challenges appearing in natural images and depth maps.
The supervised single view depth estimation methods also use ground truth depth to train the model. Eigen et al. used two deep networks for single view depth computation [4] . Their first network uses the entire image to perform a coarse global prediction, whereas second network locally rectify this prediction. The deep CNN and continuous conditional random field (CRF) are jointly used for single monocular image based depth estimation in deep convolutional neural field model [23] . Ladicky et al. refined the pixel-wise depth prediction problem into predicting only the likelihood of a pixel being at an arbitrarily fixed canonical depth to avoid the depth dependent training data bias [17] . A sequential deep network based on the cascade of multiple CRFs in CNN framework is used for the singleview depth training and estimation [41] . This method also fuses the complementary features extracted from multiple CNN side outputs. A fully convolutional architecture with up-sampling within the network is proposed by Liana et al. which utilizes the residual learning for estimating the depth map of a given single RGB image of a scene [18] . They also presented a suitable reverse Huber loss function for the said problem. The regression on deep convolutional neural network features is adapted by Li et al. to tackle the under-determined problem of depth and surface normal estimation from monocular images which uses CRF as a postprocessing step for rectification [21] . The depth computation from single Image is treated as a classification problem with the help of deep fully convolutional residual Networks and a preprocessing step as fully-connected CRF for refinement [2] . Kuznietsov et al. [16] proposed a semi-supervised approach by training the CNN with supervised and unsupervised depth information. The ground truth depth information is captured through a 3D laser camera for supervised labels. The main hurdle in supervised approaches is availability and creation of ground truth depth maps which is always not available in real scenario applications.
In order to overcome the limitations of aforementioned supervised depth estimation techniques, some researchers have started working for unsupervised depth estimation which works reasonably good as well comparable to the supervised methods without need of any ground truth depth maps. The unsupervised methods utilize the underlying theory of epipolar constraints [10] . Recently, Garg et al. used auto-encoder deep CNN to predict the inverse depth map (i.e. disparity) from left image [6] . They computed a warp image (i.e. reconstructed left image) from disparity map and right image. Finally, the error between original and reconstructed left image is used as the loss to train the whole setup in unsupervised manner. This approach is further improved by Godard et al. by incorporating the left-right consistency [8] . In left-right consistency, basically two depth maps (i.e. left and right) are generated using auto-encoder only from the left input image. The left input image is used with generated right depth map and the right image is used with generated left depth map to reconstruct the right and left images respectively. Zhou et al. [43] utilized the concepts of unsupervised image depth estimation proposed in [4] and [8] to tackle the monocular depth and camera motion estimation in unstructured video sequences in unsupervised learning framework. In one of the recent work, the 3D loss such as photometric quality of frame reconstructions is combined with 2D loss such as pixel-wise or gradient-based loss for learning the depth and ego-motion from monocular video in unsupervised manner [25] .
While the unsupervised based methods have gained the attention in recent times due to non-requirement of ground truth depth maps, there is still need of discovering better suited unsupervised networks and loss functions. Through this paper, we propose a dual CNN based model for unsupervised monocular image depth estimation by utilizing the 6 losses (DNM6). We also extend the dual CNN model with 12 losses and generate DNM12 architecture to improve the quality of depth maps. The losses used in this paper are the appearance matching loss, disparity smoothness loss and left-right consistency loss.
The rest of the paper is structured by presenting the proposed dual CNN models in Section 2, the experimental setup in Section 3, the results and analysis in Section 4, and the concluding remarks in Section 5.
Proposed Methodology
Recently Garg et al. [6] approached the unsupervised depth estimation problem using CNN which is further improved by Godard et al. [8] by introducing a left-right consistency loss. These methods only need the monocular images for training without any ground truth depth maps. Inspired from [6] and [8] , we propose the dual CNN models (DNM6 and DNM12) for unsupervised depth estimation which further improves these works.
Dual Network Model with 6 Losses (DNM6)
The proposed idea of dual network model (DNM) using CNN is illustrated in Figure 1 . This model is based on the 6 losses, thus referred as the DNM6 model. The DNM6 model has two CNN one for each left and right images of stereo pair. During training, the left image I l and right image I r are considered as the inputs to the left CNN named as CNN-L and right CNN named as CNN-R respectively. The I i,j refers to the (i, j)
th co-ordinate of image I. It is assumed that both I l and I r images are captured in similar settings. Both CNN's are based on the auto-encoder algorithm and combined these two networks named as dual network. The CNN architecture (in both CNNs) is taken from the Godard et al. [8] . The CNN-L predicts the left disparity , the bilinear sampling from the Spatial Transform Networks [12] is used in this paper. The similar approach is also followed in [8] for reconstruction from disparity map. The left image is reconstructed from the left disparity map d l and input right image I r , whereas the right image is reconstructed from the right disparity map d r and input left image I l as shown in the Figure 1 . The reconstructed left and right images are referred asÎ l andÎ r respectively throughout the paper. We also used the loss functions (C) such as appearance matching loss (C ap ), disparity smoothness loss (C ds ) and left-right consistency loss (C lr ) similar to [8] but in dual network framework. The loss functions are defined below.
Appearance Matching loss: To enforce the appearance of estimated images must be similar to the input image, a combination of L1 norm and Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) [38] loss term is used for both left and right images which is defined as follows [8] ,
(1) where β ∈ {l, r}, C l ap refers appearance matching loss between estimated left image and input left image and C r ap refers appearance matching loss between estimated right image and input right image and α represents the weight between SSIM and L1 norm.
Disparity Smoothness Loss: The image gradient based disparity smoothness loss is computed from both disparity maps to ensure the estimated disparity map should be smooth. Similar to [8] , the disparity smoothness loss is given by the following equations,
where β ∈ {l, r}, C Left Right Consistency Loss: To maintain the estimated left disparity map d l and right disparity map d r to be consistent, the L1 term penalties on estimated disparities similar to [8] are computed between d l and d r as follows,
and
where C lr and C rl refer the left to right and right to left consistency losses respectively. Similar to Godard et al. [8] , four output scales s in both left and right CNNs are used in this paper in order to make the loss functions more robust. The combined cost function C s at scale s including all above losses i.e. appearance matching losses C 
Dual Network Model with 12 Losses (DNM12)
In our previous DNM6 model, disparity maps are estimated from each network individually, whereas in this DNM12 model, the left-right cross disparity mapping is also proposed as depicted in Figure 2 
and C Similar to DNM6, the total Loss function in DNM12 is also defined as C = 4 s=1 C s at different output scales from s = 1 to 4, where C s at a particular scale is computed by weighted sum of all losses as follows,
The same procedure as provided in previous DNM6 model is followed in DNM12 also for testing, a single image is taken as input to either CNN-L or CNN-R and it predicts the disparity map from the trained network which is converted into depth map.
Experimental Setup
About Dataset
We used the standard datasets such as KITTI Stereo 2015 [7] and Cityscapes Urban Scene 2016 [3] for the experiments. The KITTI database [7] consists of 42,382 stereo pairs from different scenes. Out of them, 29,000 stereo pairs are used for training similar to [8] . From the official KITTI dataset, 200 high-quality images are released as the test cases along with its depth maps which is used in this paper for the evaluation and comparison. The same test images and its depth maps as ground truths are also considered by Godard et al. [8] . The Cityscapes database [3] contains 22,973 stereo pairs which are captured for autonomous driving in an urban environment of 50 cities scenes across the country Germany involving high inner city street scenes. Compared to KITTI database, the Cityscapes database images are of high resolution and better quality. Similar to Godard's work [8] , we have also used the whole 22,973 stereo pairs for training after cropping each image such that the 80% of the height is preserved and the car hoods are removed. The DNM6 and DNM12 models are trained over full Cityscapes database and evaluated on the same 200 standard KITTI stereo images which are used to evaluate the performance over KITTI database.
Implementation Details
The CNN architectures in our network are same as in Godard et al. [8] applied in dual CNN framework. It is based on the auto-encoder concept consisting of the encoder as a variant of VGG16 [35] and decoder. The encoder consists of the 14 convolutional layers and converts the 3 input image channels into 512 channel map similar to Godard et al. [8] . The decoder consists of the 7 up-convolutional layers, 7 merging layers and 4 disparity layers similar to Godard et al. [8] . This network is implemented in TensorFlow which contains 62 million trainable parameters including weights and biases and trained by using NVIDIA Tesla K80 24GB GDDR5 GPU server up to 50 epochs which took 49 hours over KITTI database for the following parameters, α = 0.85, α ap = 1, α ds = 0.1, α lr = 1.0 and learning rate λ = 10 −4 for first 30 epochs and 0.5 x 10 −4 for next 10 epochs and 0.25 x 10 −4 for the last 10 epochs. The data augmentation is done on fly in similar way by following the Godard et al. [8] including flipping and color augmentations. During test time, a post-processing is performed to reduce the effect of stereo dis-occlusions similar to [8] .
Experimental Results
In this section, first the evaluation criteria is presented in terms of the used evaluation metrics for depth estimation and then the depth estimation results are discussed over KITTI driving and Cityscapes urban databases using these evaluation measures.
Evaluation Criteria
We considered the 200 high-quality images provided from the official KITTI driving dataset as input to our trained networks and estimated the corresponding disparity maps in both methods. In both DNM6 and DNM12 methods, these estimated disparity maps d(x) are further converted into depth maps as
, where f is the focal length of camera and B is the baseline distance between both camera in stereo setup. The evaluation of both models are done with the estimated depth maps D(x) and provided ground truth depth maps G(x). The evaluation metrics are same as in [4] , [8] such as Absolute Relative difference (Abs Rel), Squared Relative difference (Sq Rel), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), RMSE log, d1-all defined as follows,
d1-all (%) = 1 n bad pixels × 100, 
where bad pixels are those pixels which satisfy the following two conditions |g(
is the ground truth disparity map computed from the ground truth depth map G(x i ) and d(x i ) is the predicted disparity map. The lower values of these metrics represent the better performance. We also measured the Accuracy metrics for which higher is better. Consider δ i is the threshold value for the pixel i as δ i = max( 3 respectively, where n is the no. of pixels in the ground truth depth map (or) estimated depth map.
Results
The proposed DNM6 and DNM12 models are used for the unsupervised monocular depth estimation over benchmark KITTI driving database. The results in terms of the Abs Rel, Sq Rel, RMSE, RMSE log, d1-all as well as the accuracies at different thresholds (i.e. a1, a2, and a3) are reported in Table 1 over KITTI database. The results of proposed DNM6 and DNM12 models are also compared with very recent state-of-the-art unsupervised method proposed by Godard et al. [8] with and without left-right (LR) consistency in Table 1 . Note that the lower values of Abs Rel, Sq Rel, RMSE, RMSE log, and d1-all and the higher values of accuracies a1, a2, and a3 represent the better performance. The performance of proposed DNM6 and DNM12 methods are also tested with a pre-procesing (PP) step to reduce the effect of stereo dis-occlusions [8] .
The best results without PP are highlighted in bold face in Table 1 . It can be easily observed that the proposed dual CNN based models i.e. both DNM6 and DNM12 perform better than Godard et al. [8] with and without left-right consistency. The Abs Rel, Sq Rel, RMSE, RMSE log, and d1-all values are generally lower and accuracies a1, a2, and a3 are higher for the proposed DNM6 and DNM12 methods. It is also noticed that DNM12 completely outperforms the Godard et al. [8] in all terms except d1-all. The performance of DNM6 model is improved in terms of the Abs Rel, RMSE, a1, a2, and a3 as compared to the Godard model. The DNM12 model exhibits the better performance as compared to the DNM6 model in all terms except accuracies. As for as accuracies are concerned, the DNM6 model is superior as compared to DNM12 model because generating right disparity from left image and left disparity from right image is not suited for pixel level thresholding. This is also seen that the performance of proposed models improved significantly with post-processing step over KITTI Figure 3 . The depth prediction results in form of disparity maps. The input image along with ground truth depth map is shown in 1 st row taken from KITTI database. The computed disparity maps for DNM6 and DNM12 models are shown in 2 nd row respectively. Both DNM6 and DNM12 models are capable to detect fine structures such as trees and leaves.
database.
The results comparison of proposed DNM6 and DNM12 models with Godard et al. [8] over Cityscapes database is illustrated in Table 2 . In this Table, the training is performed over Cityscapes database, whereas the test images are same as in KITTI database. It is noticed from this experiment that the proposed models are superior than Godard et al. [8] over Cityscapes database in all terms. Moreover, the DNM12 model performs better than DNM6 model. As for as both databases are concerned, the results of proposed models over KITTI database is better than the Cityscapes database. The possible reason can be the difference between the camera calibration between training and testing databases. The similar observations are also made by Godard et al. [8] . The post-processing step enhances the performance of proposed DNM6 and DNM12 models over Cityscapes database.
The qualitative results in terms of the computed disparity maps using DNM6 and DNM12 models are shown in Figure 3 for an input image of driving scene along with its depth map taken from KITTI database. The input image is displayed in 1 st row and 1 st column and the ground truth depth map is shown in 1 st row and 2 nd column. The computed disparity maps are exhibited in 2 nd row using DNM6 model in 1 st column and DNM12 model in 2 nd column. The disparities generated in this result using proposed methods are able to capture very fine details such as tree at far as well as leaves area which depicts the suitability of dual CNN models.
From the experimental results as shown in Table 1, Table  2 and Figure 3 , it is clear that by using dual CNN to train both the stereo images (i.e. left image through left CNN-L and right image through right CNN-R) in fully unsupervised manner, the disparity differences can be minimized which leads to more generalized and accurate training such that more meaningful depth maps can be generated for test images.
Conclusions
The supervised depth estimation techniques need the huge amount of training data along with ground truth labels which might not be feasible in real scenario to collect. In this paper, the dual CNN based models are presented for unsupervised monocular depth estimation. Two dual network models DNM6 and DNM12 are proposed based on the number of losses used. The dual network models used two different CNNs (CNN-L and CNN-R) for left and right images of training stereo pairs respectively. In DNM6, total 6 losses including two appearance matching losses, two disparity smoothness losses and two left-right consistency losses are computed. The DNM12 model used the leftright cross mapping i.e. generating left and right disparities from both left and right CNNs, thus doubled the number of losses to 12. The benchmark KITTI driving and Cityscapes urban databases are used for the unsupervised depth estimation experiments. The results are computed in terms of the widely adapted evaluation metrics such as absolute relative differences, RMSE, accuracy etc. The results are also compared with the recent left-right consistency based method. It is observed that the DNM12 outperforms the existing method left-right consistency method. It is also observed that the DNM12 model improves the performance over DNM6 model in most of the cases. The postprocessing step further boosts the performance of proposed DNM6 and DNM12 models. The improved results using proposed models confirm the suitability of dual CNN concept to solve the unsupervised depth estimation.
